Interchanging letters gives the relations
Subtracting equations (7) and (8) gives
Si(x + iy) = hi [Ex{y + ix) -Ex{-y + ix)] + \t (9) = WE¿y + ix) + mi-y + ix) + r]
Adding equations (7) and (8) gives
In the other quadrants the following relations can be used:
When x = 0 in equation (6) Ex ( Ci(y) = -REx(iy). Tables. Tables of sine and cosine integrals for complex arguments in rectangular coordinates have been published by Bleick [4] . His definition of the sine integral is not the one given here, and his function is not an analytic function. Since he defined the sine integral as His definition of the cosine integral leads to the same values as the one here.
Relation to Previously Published
A table of -Ei(z) for arguments in polar coordinates has been published by Mashiko for angles in the first quadrant [5] . Computer routines for the complex exponential integral are also available [6] . 6 . Table of 
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